
Niagara Christian Collegiate
Annual General Meeting Minutes

October 1, 2016 
Riverside Community Church

1.  Call to Order - Doug Sider

2.  Opening Prayer and Remarks - Doug Sider

Doug shared about the great things happening at NCC and his appreciation as a 
new parent to the staff and the school and the mission of the school. Doug 
encouraged the staff and faculty present at the meeting. Thanks on behalf of the 
Board of Directors

3.  Approval of Agenda * (Motion - Richard Penally and Bill Nelson ) 

Doug introduced what to expect in the coming year regarding membership and

4.  Approval of October 3rd, 2015 AGM Minutes * (Motion -Accepting minutes 
Mark and Don)

5.  Retiring Board Member Recognition - Ron Long - Thank you and recognition 
of Ron Long as he concludes his time on the Board of Directors. Served for 
over 20 years on NCC. Could not be here in person but thanks goes out to 
Ron.

6.  Graduate Report / Presentation *  - Photo collage of year in review happening 
at NCC. Mark reviewed 2015/16 school year and the unanticipated reduction in 
enrolment due to attrition. The 202 students at NCC were a wonderful group of 
kids. Focused on the life of Joseph and impressed up on the students that their 
impact will make a difference in the world.

Graduation - had great celebrations of Grade 8 & 12 graduates. Mark highlighted 
Rachel’s impact in the life our graduates and congratulated Rachel and the hard 
working staff at NCC. 100% of students were offered admission into post 
secondary. Mark highlighted a few of our graduates and their accomplishments.

7.  Financial Reports * (Motion - to affirm Crawford Smith and Swallow to review 
and prepare the financial statements for 2016-17 -  Vivian and Rachel)

Lynn - although international enrolment was down last school year, our local 
enrolment was up. This provided for a decrease in revenue.
Pg 12 - combined income statement (actual loss was a $76K loss)
Page 2 - cash on hand - we will see deposits coming in we have 20% increase in 
enrollment. 



Mortgage renewal - had 2 mortgage and amalgamated 2 mortgages, saving 
money. 

8.  Questions - Bill Nelson - what is the student capacity currently?
Scott - Currently have 248 students/ could admit 258 academically. There is 
currently one homestay student and should we admit more students (girls) we 
would consider adding homestay space. 
Bill- Next term - Will we be maximizing student population?
Scott - we will graduate 80-83 students in grade 12 - we anticipate being able to 
fill those spots. Scott explained that we will be moving forward with the idea of 
tightening up the enrollment / acceptance process to ensure we accept the best 
students possible but fill our vacant spots. 
Bill Nelson - What are the current Demographics/ Distributions of our current 
students? Scott - this final report will come out in October. We are sitting at a 
similar demographic as 2015/16 however we will be looking ahead to branching 
out into new demographic areas.

9.  Adjournment -Scott - Thanks to our staff and supporters who come alongside 
NCC giving of their time and talents to the school. 

Richard and Don motion to adjourn.

Vivian closed in prayer.


